Fall 2015 Classes that still need a Facilitator

Airplanes for Dummies

Childhood in Nazi Germany
China – A Century of Revolution
Coffee: Origins and Extractions B
Cosmo’s Lessons: Animal Cognition and Communication
Critical Reading

Digital News
Documentary in the Peabody Awards: Public Affairs
Documentary in the Peabody Awards: The Arts

Earths, SuperEarths and Neptunes, Oh My!
Easy Self-care and Rolfing Structural Integration
Economic Future of America
Economic Outlook and Opportunities
Explorationist—the science and the luck

FairTax 2015
Fall Vegetable Gardening
Female Abstract Artists: Don’t Forget the Women!
Fiction: Writing a Novel
Finances after the Death of your Spouse
Financial Crisis 2008: Bailouts at What Cost
Folklore and Family
Food: The Impact of Laws and Regulations
Footcare-Advanced
Forces that Influence Adult Learners

Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership
Georgia Master Composter Program
Georgia Master Gardener Program
Georgia Master Naturalist Program
Google Glass in Music Performance and Pedagogy
Great Books Selections
Great Books Selections: Economics
Grocery Store Tour: Shopping Healthy
Growing Shiitake Mushrooms B

Industrial Forestry in Georgia-An Insider POV

Learning Ally - Help Make Reading Accessible to All

Officiating High School Sports
Online Shopping
Owen Wister and The Virginian

Passive Investing for and in Retirement
Fall 2015 Classes that still need a Facilitator

Pegasus Without Wings (1962)
Photography Basics – Make your Photos Look Good
Psychology of Newlywed Marriage

Radiation: Risks and Benefits

Senior Support Services
Smuggling Balance Enhancement Into Your Daily Routine
Solar System and Beyond: The Search for Life
Southern Religion in Black and White
Stamp Making – Hands On!
Survival of the Fittest

The Lord of the Rings: Christian Themes in Tolkien’s Tale
The Myth of Mean Girls: Prevention of Aggression and Bullying
The Supreme Court and Same Sex Marriage
Time Matters: Retirement Outlook for Women

UGA over the centuries
Understanding Cataracts and Cataract Surgery
Understanding Individual Differences Among Children
Understanding the Bonus Years

Video Streaming: Cut the Cable
Volunteering for Impact

White Mud Magic----Demonstration of Wheel Thrown Pottery
Witches and Pumpkins and Cats, Oh My!